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By Brent Budowsky, columnist, The Hill

Stop the presses! According to a new poll by Quinnipiac University on Tuesday, Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) destroys Republican
candidate Donald Trump in a general election by 13 percentage points. In this new poll, Sanders has 51 percent to Trump's 38 percent. If
this margin held in a general election, Democrats would almost certainly regain control of the United States Senate and very possibly the
House of Representatives.

It is high time and long overdue for television networks such as CNN to end their obsession with Trump and report the all-important fact
that in most polls, both Hillary Clinton and Sanders would defeat Trump by landslide margins. In the new Quinnipiac poll, Clinton would
defeat Trump by 7 percentage points, which is itself impressive and would qualify as a landslide, while the Sanders lead of 13 points would
bring a landslide of epic proportions.

It is noteworthy that in this Quinnipiac poll, Sanders runs so much stronger than Clinton against Trump. It is also noteworthy and important
that both Sanders and Clinton run so far ahead of Trump in general election match-up polling. And it is profoundly important and revealing
that Sanders would defeat Trump by such a huge margin — 13 points in this poll — that analysts would be talking about a national political
realignment and new progressive era in American history if an enlightened candidate such as Sanders would defeat a retrograde
race-baiting candidate such as Trump by a potentially epic and historic margin.

It is time for the mainstream media to end their obsession with Trump and their virtual news blackout of the Sanders campaign when
discussing presidential campaign polling.

How about, from now on, when any analyst on television discusses how strong Trump allegedly is, that it be emphasized that this strength
is only within the GOP, and that in a general election, the real heavyweight champion of presidential polling is Bernie Sanders, not Donald
Trump!

Budowsky was an aide to former Sen. Lloyd Bentsen (D-Texas) and former Chief Deputy Majority Whip Bill Alexander (D-Ark.). He holds
an LL.M. degree in international financial law from the London School of Economics. Contact him at brentbbi@webtv.net.
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